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. The spacious guest rooms are fitted with a sofa bed. Non-smoking rooms are available on request.
The elegant rooms at More details. The new Suites. The perfect place to make a home-away-from-
home. The spacious suites are perfectly situated to enjoy the views, and offer the convenience of a
fully fitted kitchen, games room, and private terrace. . More details. The Deluxe Suite. From �450
per night. At Grand Hotel Villa Roma Apartments you can relax, unwind and discover the secrets of
Rome. The rooms and suites of the Annexe of the Grand Hotel. More details. Grand Hotel Villa Roma
Apartments & Spa. From �200 per night. Adult-orientated or family-friendly, this is the place to lay
back and lose yourself in Rome. The suite is spacious and bright, with two double beds that can be
separated by a curtain to give. More details. Grand Hotel Villa Roma Apartments & Spa. From
�1500 per night. Elegant, high-ceilinged, air-conditioned suites, a swimming pool, and extensive
views of the gardens. . More details. Adult-orientated or family-friendly, this is the place to lay back
and lose yourself in Rome. The suite is spacious and bright, with two double beds that can be
separated by a curtain to give. More details. Grand Hotel Villa Roma Apartments & Spa. From
�1500 per night. Sophisticated modern luxury at its best. With bar and large terrace, and spa
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